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Abstract:  From the perspective of intelligent design, using biological evolutionary populations and 
evolutionary theories, introduce complex network concepts, research on product population 
reasoning technology for product evolutionary design, Constructed product instance definition and 
expression in product instance reasoning, integrating complex network technologies to build gene 
networks for product examples, introduction of interactive network topology thinking in biological 
proteins, gene mining and optimization scheme in establishing product instance gene network, 
construction of a product evolutionary design model based on case-based reasoning. 

1. Introduction  

Manufacturing is an important pillar of global economic development, with the increasing 
demand for product diversity, personalization and innovation, with the development of intelligent 
technology and computer-aided technology, the research of product innovation design has entered a 
whole new field. Intelligent and innovative design has become a new direction for product design, 
especially with the development of computer-aided technology, case-based reasoning[1], design 
examples, and reuse of design knowledge have become important research directions and contents 
of intelligent CAD technology. In previous product designs, knowledge acquisition[2] and 
reuse[3] are the main research directions of product innovation. Case-based reasoning technology in 
recent years[4], to some extent, it has made up for the shortcomings of design knowledge acquisition 
and reuse technology. However, this type of case-based reasoning technology can often only 
retrieve cases, the acquisition of design solutions requires manual intervention and intervention by 
design experts[5]. Based on evolutionary algorithms, product population gene design method 
considering case-based reasoning provides possibility for intelligent automation design of product 
innovation schemes[6]. A key element in implementing such technologies is the study of the genes 
of the product instance population, classify product design examples, establish product instance 
population, extracting product design example population genes, taking product instance population 
genes as evolutionary conditions, combining evolutionary reasoning techniques, innovative design 
of this type of product population. 

2. Product innovation design and case-based reasoning 

Product innovation design is a general concern in industrial design. Designers through the use of 
certain principles and methods, the process of developing creative ideas and combining new 
technologies, principles and methods to develop innovative products. From the perspective of the 
entire product life cycle, product innovation design includes conceptual design stage, product model 
design stage, product service and interaction mode stage, and product sales and maintenance stage. 
Design principles and methods that are widely used now have theory of Inventive problem 
solving(TRIZ),quality function deployment(QFD),value engineering(VE),comprehensive design 
methodology(CDM), modular design(MD),axiomatic design(AD),feature design[7],creative template 
approach(CTA) [8],portfolio creation method(PCM)[9],innovative engineering methods for complex 
products[10]. 
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The currently used reasoning methods are rule based reasoning (RBR), case based reasoning 
(CBR) and model based reasoning (MBR)[11]. case based reasoning (CBR) is a hot topic in the field 
of artificial intelligence in recent years. The CBR method uses an inference-based model, use 
existing product development technology, product design methods, problem solving experience and 
methods to solve new problems, in line with the way people think[12]. 

3. Key Technologies of Product Case Reasoning 

3.1 Definition and expression of product examples 
In biologically, population refers to the time and space, a collection of all individuals of the same 

species. This collection is not a mechanical collection, Instead, the population genes are passed on 
to offspring through mating, population is the basic form of species existence and the basic unit of 
species evolution. In order to more clearly explain the function model, structure model and principle 
model of the product instance population, Establish a tree-level product instance population 
hierarchical expression model. 

The product instance tree can be expressed as follows: 
,( )C C iP Tree N=                                                                   (1) 

In the formula, CP is a product instance, ,C iN is the i  node on the instance tree, 1, 2,...,i n= , n  Is 
the total number of nodes on the tree. 

, , , , ,( , , , )C i F i P i S i N iN f N N N G=                                                    (2) 

,F iN  is the function node of the instance node, ,P iN  is the principle node, ,S iN  is a structural 
node, ,N iG  is the node gene, f  Is the mapping relationship between nodes, expressed as follows: 
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, ,NF NP NSA A A are the characteristic attributes of functions, principles, and structural 
nodes, , ,NF NP NSC C C are the feature constraints of the corresponding nodes, , ,NF NP NSM M M  is the 
operation method of the corresponding node, , ,NF NP NSI I I  is the interface of the corresponding node. 

After obtaining the product instance gene, product instance genes need to be encoded and 
expressed[13],this step is also to lay the foundation for later evolutionary design and genetic 
calculation. According to the product instance hierarchical decomposition tree model established 
above, Similarly, the product instance tree is expressed using the product gene tree. Product 
example gene expression is as follows: 

,( )C N iG tree G=                                                                    (4) 

In the formula, CG is the tree-like genome of the product example, ,N iG  is the i node gene on the 

gene tree, 1, 2,3,...,i n= . 
, , , ,( , , )N i GB i GB i GB iG f F S P=                                                          (5) 

,GB iF  is the functional gene of the node, ,GB iS  is the structural gene of the node, ,GB iP  is the 
principle gene of the node, f  Is the relationship between the nodes, expressed as follows: 
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                                                       (6) 

gfA , gsA , gpA  is a characteristic attribute of a gene, gfC , gsC , gpC  is a feature 
constraint, gfM , gsM , gpM  is the method of operation, gfI , gsI , gpI  is the genetic interface, express 
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the relationship between function, structure, and principle genes. 

3.2 Product gene network model construction 
Product gene network is based on complex network theory, by clustering the basic shape 

information of the product, construct a network form that contains relative genes, so as to control 
and evolve product configuration through gene network. Construct a product gene network for case-
based reasoning, it helps to understand and reason about the key factors in product configuration 
design from a cognitive perspective. Combining graph theory-related theories and methods, 
construct a product population instance gene network as M (figure.1). Each of these nodes iv is a 
product gene, The connection between the nodes represent the relationship between the population 
gene product ie , 1( , )i i ie v v += is the reasoning relationship between nodes iv and 1iv + . 
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Figure 1. Product population example gene network M and node iv  

Group instance 2{ , ,..., }i kD d d d= ,a subgraph of the product instance gene network M related to 
the population instance D is ( , )

id d dG V V= ,among them,
idv is any node in dG ,

1
( , )

i i id d de v v
+

is any one 
side in dG , represents the relationship between nodes

idv and
1idv
+

.  
Step1. Set the product population reasoning gene set 
Research and analysis using the experimental scale method, set up product population 

instances D ,analysis of several target product examples based on users, designers and engineers, 
obtaining population instances corresponding to several specific products according to weights, 
decomposition calculation to obtain the product inference gene corresponding to a specific product 
instance, construct a fuzzy instance gene set 2{ , ,..., }i mGeneset g g g= . 

Step2. Computation of neighbor sets in Inferential Gene Sets 
For each ig ,initialize 0i ig g= ,any side of 1( , )i i ie v v += in M ,if i ig v= ,then 

1{ }i i iG G v +=
G

;if 1i ig v += ,then 1{ , }i i iG G v v +=
G

,otherwise iG  keep unchanged, repeating 

calculations, until all edges in M have been checked.         
Step3. Compute all gene sets for product instance D  
Compute the gene collection vd for example D : 

1 2 3...d nv Geneset G G G G=
G G G G

                                                 (7) 

Step4.Construction of a collection of related inference gene networks for product instance D  
initialize 0dE e= , for any edge in the product instance gene network graph M , 1( , )i i ie v v += , 

checking iv and 1iv +  does its belong to dv at the same time, if both belong, then ( )d d iE E e=
G

; If not, 

then dE is not change, repeated calculation, until all edges in M have been checked. 
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Figure 2. Example of gene network construction process 
Product example gene network construction process(figure.2), where A is the fuzzy gene set 

Geneset  of the reasoning D  that has been confirmed, contains product example genes 3 and 9,B 
reasoning D  possible set of genes, C is the gene network for the final generated inference-related 
product examples c ( , )d d dG V E . 

3.3 Product instance topology and optimization 
Drawing on topological thinking of protein interaction networks in biology, perform inference-

related product instance gene networks for topology analysis, mining highly important instance 
gene combinations, complete the combination of product instance genes, provide optimal solutions 
for subsequent detailed design, according to graph theory, each node in the product inference gene 
network is connected to several other nodes through wires, the number of nodes connected is the 
degree of this node, recorded as ik , therefore, the degree distribution function in the network is 
written as ( )P k : 

'
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k k
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∞

=

= ∑                                                                       (8) 

( )P k  is the probability when the degree of a random node is exactly K . If the cumulative degree 

distribution function conforms to a power-law distribution with a power exponent 1γ − ,
'

( 1)
k

k k

P k γ
∞

− −

=

∞ ∞∑ . 

It means that the network constructed above is a scale-free network, Hub nodes that are relatively 
high in the network, such nodes are the target genes for inference. In the actual case design, the 
acquisition data of the target genome will be huge, need to combine the clustering coefficients in the 
network topology to optimize the target genes, the definition of clustering coefficient is as follows:  

3

3 ( )
( )i

N iCC
N i

∆=                                                                  (9) 

( )N i∆  represents the total number of triangles containing node i  in the network, 3( )N i  

represents the total number of triples containing node i  in the network, expressed as follows: 

( ) ij jk ik
k j

N i a a a∆
>

=∑   3 ( ) ij ik
k j

N i a a
>

=∑                                               (10) 

Among them, the clustering coefficient value range of iC  is [0,1], need to count the degree of 
nodes in the network and the value of iCC , according to the value analysis, the inference target 
genome with the highest correlation of the instance can be determined, provide optimal solutions 
and auxiliary design information for engineering design. 

Conclusion 

Innovative design is an important method for the development of manufacturing. The article 
starts from the perspective of innovative design, based on reasoning logic, The key technologies of 
product population instance genes were studied. Constructed the definition and expression of 
product instance genes, based on complex network theory, established a product gene network 
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model, and research on the product topology and optimization scheme. Through evolutionary 
reasoning algorithms, researched key technologies and models of case-based reasoning in product 
evolutionary design, will provide a new idea and method for innovative design. 
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